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Shortly after reaping the rewards from his movie Spirited Away, a project that earned him an
Academy Award in 2003, director Hayao Miyazaki set his sites on his next film, Howl's Moving
Castle.Based on the novel by British author Diana Wynne Jones, Howl's Moving Castle gave the
internationally renown director an opportunity to bring to life a fantastical time in 19th century
Europe when science and magic defined the popular zeitgeist.Veering slightly from its source
material, the new Miyazaki movie nonetheless retains all the novel's principal characters. There's
a foppish wizard named Howl, a vain witch from the wastelands, an anthropomorphic chimney
fire and a young girl who carries a most unusual curse. And, of course, there's the moving
castle…a towering, omnipresent structure that dominates the landscape. Already a smash
success in Japan, Howl's Moving Castle finally comes to U.S. theatres this spring. To coincide
with its Stateside release, VIZ is proud to present The Art of Howl's Moving Castle, a hardbound,
prestige format book which acts as an essential companion to the film. A generous collection of
concept sketches, fully rendered character and background drawings, paintings and cell
images, The Art of Howl's Moving Castle brings the movie into your library. Along with the
stunning visuals, the book also presents interviews and comments with the production staff,
including key points directly from the director.There's more than one way to book passage on the
moving castle. See the movie, but don't forget to reserve a copy of the book, as well. The Art of
Howl's Moving Castle is a great way to preserve the magic of the next great anime classic from
Hayao Miyazaki.Shortly after reaping the rewards from his movie Spirited Away, a project that
earned him an Academy Award in 2003, director Hayao Miyazaki set his sites on his next film,
Howl's Moving Castle.Based on the novel by British author Diana Wynne Jones, Howl's Moving
Castle gave the internationally renowned director an opportunity to bring to life a fantastical time
in 19th century Europe when science and magic defined the popular zeitgeist.Veering slightly
from its source material, the new Miyazaki movie nonetheless retains all the novel's principal
characters. There's a foppish wizard named Howl, a vain witch from the wastelands, an
anthropomorphic chimney fire and a young girl who carries a most unusual curse. And, of
course, there's the moving castle…a towering, omnipresent structure that dominates the
landscape.Already a smash success in Japan, Howl's Moving Castle finally comes to U.S.
theatres this spring. To coincide with its Stateside release, VIZ is proud to present The Art of
Howl's Moving Castle, a hardbound, prestige format book which acts as an essential companion
to the film.A generous collection of concept sketches, fully rendered character and background
drawings, paintings and cell images, The Art of Howl's Moving Castle brings the movie into your
library. Along with the stunning visuals, the book also presents interviews and comments with
the production staff, including key points directly from the director.There's more than one way to
book passage on the moving castle. See the movie, but don't forget to reserve a copy of the
book, as well. The Art of Howl's Moving Castle is a great way to preserve the magic of the next
great anime classic from Hayao Miyazaki.



About the AuthorHayao Miyazaki is one of Japan’s most beloved animation directors. In 2005 he
was awarded the Venice International Film Festival’s Golden Lion Award for Lifetime
Achievement, and his Studio Ghibli received the festival’s Osella Award for overall achievement
in 2004. Miyazaki’s films include Spirited Away, winner of the 2002 Academy Award® for Best
Animated Feature Film, as well as Castle in the Sky, My Neighbor Totoro, Kiki's Delivery Service,
Princess Mononoke, Howl's Moving Castle, and Ponyo, all of which have received great acclaim
in the U.S. Miyazaki’s other achievements include the highly regarded manga series Nausicaä of
the Valley of the Wind and Starting Point: 1979-1996, a collection of essays, interviews, and
memoirs that chronicle his early career and the development of his theories of animation. Both
are published in English by VIZ Media.
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geneva, “WOW. The book came with little to no damage the packaging was decent. This book is
top quality, maybe because I don’t own enough books, but the glossy pages with such precise
detail are top-notch. I haven't read it yet but flipping through the pages makes gives me great
satisfaction.”

Rafael A. Sanchez, “Exelente libro de arte. Me encantó, a pesar de venir desde tan lejos hasta
Colombia, sólo llegó con unos ligeros golpes en dos esquinas, de resto llegó perfecto, la
impresión se nota que es de una excelente calidad, y las ilustraciones y sketches son un deleite
para cualquier fan de la película.”

TeaCupRabbit, “Great Gift to Any Fan. I bought this art book for my friend's birthday. She's
pursuing a degree in Art (forget which field, it's either paint or animation) and LOVES Miyazaki
films. I knew I was going to get her an art book centering one of his films, but not sure which one.
So four or five months before her birthday, to avoid birthday present assumptions and guesses, I
randomly asked what her favorite Miyazaki movie was. She said it was Howl's Moving Castle.
Later that same day, searched Amazon and put it in my "Save for Later' section in my cart.When
her birthday was a week away, I placed the order and waited it to come in. It arrived quickly and
not a dent or scratch in sight. The book actually arrived two days before I needed it (the magic of
using Prime shipping). So I had a checked to go through it, since I'm also a fan of the movie. It
was a lot better than what I was expecting.I assumed it was just going to be filled with a lot of
screen shots from the movie (don't get me wrong, it is 85% movie screen shots) with a little of
concept art. In a few sections, various artist that worked on the movie explained how or why they
did something a certain way. The two sections I found the most interesting was the CGI 1 and
CGI 2 sections, both describing the use of CGI in the movie.Fast forward to when I gave this to
my friend, and she absolutely LOVED it.”

Golden-Flute, “A Neat Keepsake for Miyazaki Fans. The Art of Howl's Moving Castle is a large,
hardback book, and is chock full of information and pictures from the amazing movie by Hayao
Miyazaki.This book begins with hundreds of concept sketches by Miyazaki, containing location
scenes and characters with notes. The concept sketches go in order of appearance from the
movie, so the concept sketches for Sophie come at the beginning, for example, while the
concept sketches for Human Turnip show up near the end. There are thousands of gorgeous
location scenes as well plus short bios on some of the creators of the movie and a few articles
that discuss the creaters' experiences working on the film. Also, at the very end is the complete
final screenplay to read through. The screenplay has a few minor changes in it from where the
English actors improvised a little (especially Billy Crystal), but otherwise, is exactly from the
movie.Being a student of film and the arts, I found this book extremely helpful and interesting,
because it showed the creative process of a huge movie. I would definitely recommend it to any



film or arts students to browse through if they wan to get an idea of what kind of work it takes to
create such a monumental film!The only qualm I have with this book is that there were hundreds
of screenshots. Not that that's bad, especially if you want to buy this book to revisit the movie,
but I would like to have seen a few more sketches and whatnot, or at least a few more articles on
how the particular scenes with the screenshots were made.That aside, I fell in love with this
book and was enchanted from front cover to back cover.”

Gayla N. Garrett, “Art book. Gift for friend.  She loves it”

MWB, “A Must have for the Miyazak san fan. This book is fantastic! Large size, top quality paper,
beautiful printing, the color pictures pop with vibrant colors and it is very detailed in how the
movie was made. Story boards, concept sketches, even the script. Well worth it. I ordered this
book with 'The Art of Spirited Away', another fantastic book.”

Ivanira, “Mágico!. Comprei porque sou uma apreciadora da animação O Castelo Animado (título
aqui no Brasil) e também do livro maravilhoso em que essa obra é baseado. O produto é de
uma qualidade muito boa. O conteúdo é maravilhoso. Aqui, mais uma vez, Howl roubou
(comeu) meu coração.”

Andrew F., “Great Present, Terrible Delivery. I bought this as a gift for a friend's birthday. The
actual book itself is really nice, I didn't realise before that it is a hardback. As well as displaying
lots of great artwork it covers Miyazaki's inspiration and how the movie was put together as an
artistic project and even includes a copy of the screenplay used in the movie.However, the
delivery service was poor and the item took significantly longer than advertised to arrive,
meaning I missed giving it as part of birthday celebrations. The tracking feature couldn't identify
the items location and I genuinely thought the item had been lost.”

J. Gomes, “A Source of Inspiration. This book is divided in 3 chapters:Part I - Hayao Miyazaki's
Concept Sketch CollectionThe first part of the book works as an Introduction, containing a brief
production diary and sketched storyboards. It is of particular interest to be able to see Miyazaki's
work in its sketching phase.Part II - Concept Art, Background Art, Character Designs and
Character SketchesThis second part is where the book really comes alive. Character Designs
and Concept Art are wonderfully detailed, and are accompanied by statements from Miyazaki's
crew. I suppose it's a little disappointing that there are no words from Miyazaki himself, but this
absence does not come as a surprise.Part III -. Final ScreenplaySelf-explanatory, the last 50
pages or so contain the final screenplay, in text. Probably the least interesting part of the
book.Overall, it's a beautiful book, filled with wondrous artwork and insight into what is probably
Miyazaki's most enigmatic film, and to me, one of his best.”

spanner gill, “For the Anime addict.. This is an excellent book with lots of example of screenplay



drawings and a full script. It was a present for my Granddaughter who was delighted with it. Of
course it only makes sense if you have the film on DVD or other format. Very good value. All the
music for the film is available as piano music free on the internet.”

The book by Ellen Lupton has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 2,215 people have provided feedback.
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